
             House Captains’ Time Capsule 

 PTA Dress As You Please Day 

Dear Parents and Carers                                                   

We are the House Captains of Netherlee 2021 and would like to let you know about our next, 
upcoming House Event and PTA ‘Dress As You Please’ day. Both these events will take place on 
Friday 18th June and will last all day. 

Time Capsules 

We have decided, as a group, that we would like to leave a set of Time Capsules, buried in the 
grounds of Netherlee, as a historical legacy.  On the above date, we will be working on these Stage 
Time Capsules.  We hope that everyone in the school and nursery can get involved and contribute to 
the time capsule as we would love this to be a combined “Team Netherlee” venture!  There is even 
going to be a “Staff Time Capsule”! 

The Time Capsules are going to include memories of this, very unusual, school and nursery year and 
also previous years too.  We are also going to use our imaginations to try to predict the future as 
well… and describe what school and nursery at Netherlee might look like in the future.   

Here are some examples of items the children might add to their Stage Time Capsule.  

 Letters to future pupils/ children. 
 Drawings of what the school and nursery might look like in the future and what it looks like 

just now 
 Descriptions of life and school/ nursery during COVID times eg remote learning, Covid 

bubbles… 
 Items from Covid times eg an unused Facemask, hand sanitizer 
 Drawings or include a spare piece of school or nursery uniform (from unclaimed lost 

property) 
 Lists of what is “trending” in life right now 
 Video tours of the school/ nursery  
 Floor plans and photographs of the school/ nursery 
 Our hopes and predictions for the future  
 Samples of school timetables and a weekly nursery planner…. and lots more! 

 
How you can get involved?  If there is something that you are happy for your child to add to their 
stage Time Capsule, from home, such as a small photograph or another memorable small item we 
would love to include these too (no bigger than about the size of a 50p piece please as there is no 
room for larger items in the capsules). Your child should bring this into school on the date above 
please. Please do explain to your child that items cannot be returned to them as they will become a 
piece of history for future generations to discover! 
 
PTA ‘Dress As You Please’ 
We are so happy that our wonderful PTA have organised a ‘Dress as You Please Day’ with a 
‘summertime’ theme. On our Time Capsule Day, all 
children can, if they would like to, also come to school 
dressed in their own summer clothes and we’re hoping 
that the weather stays dry! All donations to the PTA link 
below will be greatly received by them and will help 
improve our outdoor spaces. Thank you! 
https://localgiving.org/charity/netherlee-primary-pta/ 
 

https://localgiving.org/charity/netherlee-primary-pta/

